Endogenous production, exogenous delivery and impact-shock synthesis of organic molecules: an inventory for the origins of life.
Sources of organic molecules on the early Earth divide into three categories: delivery by extraterrestrial objects; organic synthesis driven by impact shocks; and organic synthesis by other energy sources (such as ultraviolet light or electrical discharges). Estimates of these sources for plausible end-member oxidation states of the early terrestrial atmosphere suggest that the heavy bombardment before 3.5 Gyr ago either produced or delivered quantities of organics comparable to those produced by other energy sources. Which sources of prebiotic organics were quantitatively dominant depends strongly on the composition of the early terrestrial atmosphere. In the event of an early strongly reducing atmosphere, production by atmospheric shocks seems to have dominated that due to electrical discharges. Organic synthesis by ultraviolet light may, in turn, have dominated shock production, but only if a long-wavelength absorber such as H2S were supplied to the atmosphere at a rate sufficient for synthesis to have been limited by ultraviolet flux, rather than by reactant abundance. In the apparently more likely case of an early terrestrial atmosphere of intermediate oxidation state, atmospheric shocks were probably of little importance for direct organic production. For [H2]/[CO2] ratios of approximately 0.1, net organic production was some three orders of magnitude lower than for reducing atmospheres, with delivery of intact exogenous organics in interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) and ultraviolet production being the most important sources. At still lower [H2]/[CO2] ratios, IDPs may have been the dominant source of prebiotic organics on the early Earth. Endogenous, exogenous and impact-shock sources of organics could each have made a significant contribution to the origins of life.